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Abstract. The analysis of wide-angle seismic reflection and refraction data plays an important role in lithospheric-scale
crustal structure study. However, it is extremely difficult to develop an appropriate velocity structure model directly from
the observed data, and we have to improve the structure model step by step, because the crustal structure analysis is an
intrinsically non-linear problem. There are several subjective processes in wide-angle crustal structure modelling, such as
phase identification and trial-and-error forward modelling. Because these subjective processes in wide-angle data analysis
reduce the uniqueness and credibility of the resultant models, it is important to reduce subjectivity in the analysis procedure.
From this point of view, we describe two software tools, PASTEUP and MODELING, to be used for developing crustal
structure models.

PASTEUP is an interactive application that facilitates the plotting of record sections, analysis of wide-angle seismic
data, and picking of phases. PASTEUP is equipped with various filters and analysis functions to enhance signal-to-noise
ratio and to help phase identification. MODELING is an interactive application for editing velocity models, and ray-tracing.
Synthetic traveltimes computed by the MODELING application can be directly compared with the observed waveforms
in the PASTEUP application. This reduces subjectivity in crustal structure modelling because traveltime picking, which is
one of the most subjective process in the crustal structure analysis, is not required. MODELING can convert an editable
layered structure model into two-way traveltimes which can be compared with time-sections of Multi Channel Seismic
(MCS) reflection data. Direct comparison between the structure model of wide-angle data with the reflection data will give
the model more credibility. In addition, both PASTEUP and MODELING are efficient tools for handling a large dataset.
These software tools help us develop more plausible lithospheric-scale structure models using wide-angle seismic data.
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Introduction

Wide-angle seismic reflection and refraction data analyses
play important roles in determining lithospheric-scale crustal
structures and understanding tectonic processes in the
lithosphere. To obtain velocity structure models, a forward
modelling approach using traveltime data was the first to be
developed (e.g. Červeneý et al., 1977). Then, inverse approaches
using traveltime data were adopted, because of the efficiency
and the objectivity of such methods (e.g. Zelt and Smith, 1992;
Zelt et al., 1998). Recently, the increasing quality and quantity
of seismic data, as well as the increase in computer power,
enables us to apply waveform-based analysis approaches, such
as finite-difference synthetic waveform calculation (e.g. Larsen,
2000), waveform inversion (e.g. Pratt, 1999) and prestack
depth migration (Zelt et al., 1998; Miura et al., 2006),
to practical seismic data. Although these waveform-based
approaches can determine high-resolution structural models,
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the importance of conventional traveltime analysis remains
unchanged because these waveform-based approaches require
well estimated velocity structure models as inputs to the analysis
(Zelt, 1999).

In velocity-structure analysis using traveltimes, forward
modelling by trial-and-error is almost inevitable, even if the
inverse approach is adopted, because velocity structure analysis
is intrinsically a non-linear problem (e.g. Tarantora, 1987;
Sambridge and Gallagher, 1993), and starting models for an
inversion are usually developed by trial-and-error approach. As
is well known, the trial-and-error approach is very subjective
aspect, because the search range in solution space depends
heavily on the choices made by the analyst. A perfect search
by trial-and-error is almost impossible especially in complicated
non-linear problems.

The picking of observed phases is essential to traveltime
analysis. However, the picking, especially that of later phases,
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is a subjective process because the onset of the observed phases
may be buried in noise, or in the coda of previous phases.
In addition, phase identification is also a very subjective process,
particularly in laterally heterogeneous structures if we do not
know the true crustal structure beforehand. Because the resultant
model of traveltime inversion directly depends on the starting
model and traveltime pick data, these subjectivities in the choice
of starting models, phase picking, and phase identification
reduce the uniqueness and credibility of the resultant model
(Zelt et al., 2003).

To obtain more objective results, it is necessary to reduce
subjectivities in the structure analysis processes. Therefore,
software tools for phase picking should be equipped with
various effective filters to show observed phases clearly, and
with some kind of objective phase identification technique such
as traveltime mapping (Fujie et al., 2006). Software tools for
the forward modelling of velocity structure should be efficient
for repetitive trial-and-error modelling, in order to search wide
range of solution space, implying that the interactivity is
indispensable. In addition, to obtain more plausible models by
forward modelling, it is important to assess data from various
kinds of observations, such as seismic data from wide-angle
experiments, reflection data from Multi Channel Seismic (MCS)
experiments, and gravity anomalies.

Recently, wide-angle seismic experiments, especially marine
experiments, have become denser and larger than before.
Experimental lines often reach to several hundreds of kilometres
in length, and more than one hundred Ocean Bottom
Seismometers (OBSs) may be deployed on a single 2D line,
meaning that we must process more than one hundred record
sections (receiver gathers) in developing a 2D structure model
(Kodaira et al., 2007). Therefore, software tools for wide-angle
data should be highly efficient to manipulate a large amount of
data, as well as being interactive.

In this paper, we will present the software tools for wide-
angle seismic data analysis which we have developed with these
points in mind.

Wide-angle seismic analysis tools

Historically, most wide-angle analysis software has been
developed independently, in different academic research
institutes or laboratories, and the functionality or the usability
are generally not so high. This is in contrast with advanced
software for analysing MCS data that has been widely developed
in the petroleum industry. Although MCS analysis tools are not
designed for wide-angle data processing, some modules in the
MCS toolkits, such as frequency filters, deconvolution operators,
and dip filters, can be applied to wide-angle data processing.
Seismic Unix (CWP/SU) is one of the most famous and excellent
open source software packages for processing MCS data (Cohen
and Stockwell, 2007). Some modules of CWP/SU are very
effective for processing wide-angle data as well, but CWP/SU
is designed for batch processing and is not suited for interactive
processing.

PLOTSEC<http://www.geop.ubc.ca/∼amor/plotsec/plotsec.
html> is an application for plotting wide-angle data and picking
phases interactively. The Graphical User Interface (GUI) is good
and interactive picking is easy in this application. However,
as PLOTSEC is not equipped with advanced filters such as
deconvolution, to make seismic phases clearer, users must use
external tools such as those in CWP/SU to apply such filters, and
then convert the waveform data file into the dedicated format of
PLOTSEC before plotting. In addition, users have often to edit
configuration files in a text editor to change parameters such as

data file, reduction velocity, and so on. This can be a very time
consuming process, especially when the dataset is large.

MacRay (Letgert, 1988) and RayGUI (Loss et al., 1998; Song
and ten Brink, 2005) are ray-tracing applications with interactive
velocity model editors. These applications can quickly compute
synthetic traveltimes and ray paths in the editable models, and
can compare synthetic traveltimes with those observed. The
GUI is very sophisticated and forward modelling by trial and
error becomes very efficient. However, these applications adopt
only the conventional ray-tracing method (the shooting method)
to compute synthetic traveltimes and ray paths. Although the
conventional method has many advantages over the recent
grid-based traveltime and ray path computational methods
(Vidale, 1988; Hole and Zelt, 1995; Fujie et al., 2000), the
grid-based methods do have several advantages, such as
robustness in the presence of complicated structure models. It
can be more effective to be able to select ray-tracing algorithms
in accordance with the models and phases.

We have developed interactive software tools for processing
wide-angle seismic data. In this paper, we present two
applications, PASTEUP and MODELING. The one is a tool for
plotting record sections, picking phases, and applying several
analyses. The other is a tool for editing velocity models and
ray-tracing from those models.

Functions of each tool

PASTEUP

General description

PASTEUP is an application for plotting record sections,
picking phases, and analysing wide-angle data, especially for the
marine data obtained by OBSs and artificial sources (Figure 1).
PASTEUP is written in C and Tcl/Tk, and can be used on Linux
and UNIX platforms.

We have developed PASTEUP mainly for analysing wide-
angle seismic data, but PASTEUP can used with MCS and Single
Channel Seismic (SCS) data as well; the vertical axis can be
time or depth, and the horizontal axis can be offset distance,
shot number, receiver number, or CDP number.

PASTEUP is equipped with standard features for informative
plotting of record sections (Figure 2) and for interactive phase
picking. For example, in PASTEUP users can choose various
display modes for plotting waveforms, such as wiggle trace,
variable area, and variable density, with many colour palettes
(grey scale, rainbow, red and blue, yellow and black, and so on).
In addition, PASTEUP has several distinctive features (Table 1).

Data formats

PASTEUP can read from and write in various data formats.
For waveform data, PASTEUP can directly read SEG-Y and
SU as well as several local formats used in Japan. For pick
data, PASTEUP can read and write the MacRay format, the
RAYINVR format (Zelt and Smith, 1992), the GeoCT II format
(Zhang et al., 1998), and so on. The pick data format will be
automatically determined when reading a pick data file. Thus,
it is comfortable to use PASTEUP together with other seismic
software tools for both MCS and wide-angle analysis.

Filters and gain controls

PASTEUP can apply various types of filters and amplitude
gains to waveform data. Several types of frequency filters (both
zero phase and minimum phase), bias removal, stacking of
neighbouring traces, amplitude gains including Automatic Gain
Control (AGC), geometrical spreading corrections, and so on,
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Console window

Layout window

     Print window Print window Analysis window   

Record section Pick window

Fig. 1. A screen image of PASTEUP. The Console is a window for setting basic parameters such as data files, display range, plotting styles, and filters.
Other windows can be invoked from the Console window by the menu bar or by shortcuts (key binding). Synthetic traveltimes (yellow, red, and violet circles)
are plotted on the record sections in this example.

are implemented in PASTEUP. In addition, PASTEUP can use
seamlessly CWP/SU as a back-end program, and advanced filters
in CWP/SU can be applied to the waveform data directly from
PASTEUP. Parameters for CWP/SU filters can be edited using
the GUI in PASTEUP (Figure 3).

Analysis

Various analyses can be applied in PASTEUP, such as OBS
position relocation using airgun data, measurement of apparent
velocities, calculating and plotting synthetic traveltimes of direct
water waves, time shifting according to the shot water depth to
suppress the effect of sea floor geometry roughness, plotting of
multiples within the water layer (ocean) of the picked traveltimes,
and so on. In addition, PASTEUP can use two external
wide-angle analysis software tools; a grid-based ray-tracing tool
(Fujie et al., 2000, 2003), and a tool for traveltime mapping
(Fujie et al., 2006). The grid-based ray-tracing tool can compute
traveltimes and ray paths of first arrivals and reflections if a
velocity structure model is specified. Computed traveltimes are
plotted onto the record sections as synthetic data and ray paths
are plotted onto the velocity structure models.

Traveltime mapping is an approach in which picked phases
are projected onto the depth section, that is, the velocity structure

model. Projected phases will be focused along the corresponding
reflectors if picked phases are reflections, and will not be focused
at all if picked phases are not reflections but refractions or
diffractions. In this way traveltime mapping is effective for
identifying observed phases.

Database and batch processing

PASTEUP is equipped with a database for input and output
files, and can run in batch processing mode for analysing
a large dataset efficiently. We can select site and data files
easily by using the database (Figure 3). The database function
effectively promotes efficiency of interactively manipulating a
large dataset. On the other hand, batch processing is effective for
automatically manipulating a large amount of data. PASTEUP
can generate a record section image file (PostScript/JPEG/PNG
formats) during batch processing. The scaling factor and offset
range can be automatically adjusted on the input data, and
any filters, including CWP/SU filters, can be applied before
plotting the record section. Pick data and synthetic traveltimes
can be superimposed on the record section. Most parameters
can be assigned as command-line arguments, but a parameter
file can be used instead. The parameter file for batch processing
can be interactively edited by using the GUI of PASTEUP.
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Fig. 2. Record sections can be plotted in various styles, such as wiggle trace, variable area (VA) and variable density (VD). This waveform data in this
example was obtained in the wide-angle experiment in the Japan trench region in 1999 (Hayakawa et al., 2002).

Table 1. Summary of primary functions of PASTEUP.

Data format SU, SEG-Y, etc.

Pick format MacRay, RAYINVR(tx.in), GeoCTII, etc.
Plotting style wiggle, variable area (VA), variable density (VD)
Filter band pass/low pass/high pass, zero phase/minimum

phase, bias removal, arbitrary filters using CWP/SU
modules

Gain controls AGC, relative, geometric spreading
Analysis OBS position relocation, traveltime mapping, synthetic

traveltime calculation, tau-p/tau-sum, apparent
velocity measurement, etc.

Misc database, batch processing

The batch processing function is very useful in browsing
many sections.

MODELING

General description

MODELING is an interactive velocity model editor and
ray-tracer like MacRay and RayGUI (Figure 4). In practice,
MODELING is not equipped with ray-tracing functions, but
can communicate with external ray-tracing applications, just
like RayGUI. The supported external ray-tracing applications
are the shooting method (RAYINVR, Zelt and Smith, 1992), the
grid-based method (Fujie et al., 2000, 2003) and the layer-based
graph method (Kubota et al., 2005). As discussed above, each
ray-tracing method has each advantages over others; the shooting
is the fastest and can estimate amplitude, the graph method is
robust, and the grid-based method can compute in both layered
structure and grid structure models.

Model data formats

A velocity structure model may be defined in two ways; in
a layered structure model format, or in a grid structure model
format.

The layered structure model format is based on that
of MacRay, and the model parameterisation of MacRay is
mathematically almost equivalent to that of RAYINVR. Velocity
models are defined by several interfaces extending across the
model from left to right, and an area between neighbouring
two interfaces is a layer. Within each layer, velocity is defined
at the top and bottom of the layer. Velocity can be laterally
inhomogeneous but should be continuous in each layer. In
contrast, the interface can be a sharp velocity boundary.
MODELING can read the layered structure model format of both
MacRay and RAYINVR in most cases. The layered structure
model can be edited interactively in MODELING.

In the grid structure model format, the P-wave velocity
structure is defined in the netCDF (Unidata Network Common
Data Form) format and the interface geometries are defined by
the same format as in the layered structure model. In this case,
the P-wave velocity field is defined by the netCDF file, and the
interface geometries are determined by the layered structure
model. In MODELING, the velocity field is not editable but
the interface geometries can be edited interactively.

Ray-tracing

The back-end programs for the shooting and graph methods
can compute refractions in each layer, head waves and reflections
at each interface, and arbitrary P-S and S-P converted waves.

The back-end program of the grid-based method can compute
traveltimes and ray paths in both the layered structure model
and the grid structure model. In the layered structure model,
this back-end program can compute first arrivals, reflections
from each interface, and P-S and S-P converted refractions and
reflections.

In the grid structure model, the grid-based ray-tracing method
can compute first arrivals and reflections. For example, we can
compute synthetic traveltimes and ray paths in the velocity
model resulting from first-arrival tomography. This is useful
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Fig. 3. (a) A window for editing SU filters. The left panel is a module flow for SU filtering, and the right panel is a parameter edit window for each module.
In this example, the flow consists of 5 modules: frequency filter (Butterworth), deconvolution (predictive error filter), amplitude gain, frequency filter again,
and FX deconvolution. (b) A database window. We can select a site (receiver), a waveform file, and a traveltime data file.

in estimating the geometries of structural boundaries in the
first-arrival tomographic model by using reflection phases. The
result of traveltime mapping is helpful in developing structural
boundaries. We can paste the result of traveltime mapping into
the background of the velocity editor window in MODELING
(Figure 4).

Combination with PASTEUP

Synthetic traveltimes computed in MODELING can
immediately be plotted on the record sections in PASTEUP,
meaning that synthetic traveltimes can be directly compared

with the observed waveforms themselves (Figure 1). Therefore,
combined use of MODELING and PASTEUP reduces
subjectivity in the forward modelling procedure because picking
phases (traveltimes), which is one of the most subjective
processes, is not necessary during forward modelling.

MODELING can convert the layered structure model
currently being edited into two-way reflection traveltimes
(vertical reflection traveltimes from each interface), and can
compute gravity anomalies along the profile. The two-way times
can be directly compared with the MCS/SCS reflection time-
section, and the synthetic gravity anomalies can be compared

Model

Editor   

T-X

graph

(a)

(c)

(b)

Fig. 4. (a) A main window of the MODELING application when processing actual wide-angle data in the subduction zones. The upper half is a velocity
editor. We can edit the model interactively by using a mouse. In this figure, synthetic ray paths computed using the graph method are shown on the coloured
structure model. The lower half is the traveltime-distance (t-x) graph. The many vertical short lines in the t-x graph are the picked traveltime data, and the
solid thin lines in the t-x graph are the synthetic traveltimes, computed by the ray-tracer from the model currently being edited. We can compare the observed
traveltimes with the synthetic ones quickly. (right) An arbitrary bitmap image (JPEG/PNG) can be pasted into the background of the velocity editor window.
Here, the result of traveltime mapping is pasted in order to model reflectors based on the traveltime mapping results, (b) arrows indicate the editing interface,
(c) synthetic ray paths of reflection from the editing interface computed by the grid-based ray-tracing method.
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with observed data. By making comparisons with reflection data
and gravity anomalies as well as with wide-angle seismic data,
we can obtain more plausible structure models.

Discussion

As described in earlier sections, velocity structure analysis is
intrinsically a non-linear problem, and it is very difficult to
determine an appropriate velocity structure model directly from
the observed data. Generally, we have to develop carefully,
step by step, the velocity structure model. In step-by-step
modelling, there are several subjective processes such as
trial-and-error forward modelling and phase identification.
Subjective processes reduce the uniqueness and the credibility
of the results, thus, it is very important to reduce subjectivity in
the analysis procedures.

We propose the following modelling procedure to determine
a velocity structure model from wide-angle data:

(i) define shallow parts of the model (sediment layer), based
on tau-p analysis (Stoffa et al., 1981), MCS/SCS results, or
previous structure studies,

(ii) update the model by trial-and-error forward modelling,
but the model should be as simple as possible in order to
reduce subjectivity of the trial-and-error approach; this is
the starting model for first-arrival tomography,

(iii) pick first arrivals carefully, considering the possibility of
later phases,

(iv) apply first-arrival tomography,
(v) pick later phases without phase identification and

(vi) apply traveltime mapping using the tomographic model and
later phase arrivals.

As a result, we obtain both a tomographic velocity model and
a reflection mapping image.

The velocity model determined by first-arrival tomography is
suited to the evaluation of long-wavelength structure variation.
The mapping image is suited to the estimation of the geometries
of structural boundaries. These are the least subjective results
determined by traveltime data because the first arrival is the
most objective phase to pick, and traveltime mapping does
not require phase identification, which is one of the most
subjective processes. Combining these results, we can estimate
the geometry of structural boundaries as shown in Figure 4.
Based on the first-arrival tomographic model, and structural
boundaries estimated by traveltime mapping, we can discuss
objectively several characteristic features and variations of
crustal structure and tectonic processes in the lithosphere (e.g. Ito
et al., 2004, 2005; Fujie et al., 2006; Kodaira et al., 2006).

In the modelling procedure above, we have to prepare the
starting model for first-arrival tomography and traveltime data
of first arrivals and later phases. The software tools presented
in this paper are useful in this preparation. Synthetic traveltimes
computed by MODELING can be directly compared with the
observed waveform data in PASTEUP, implying that phase
picking, which is one of the most subjective processes, is not
necessary while developing the starting model in a trial-and-
error forward modelling approach. PASTEUP can facilitate
phase picking because of the highly interactive GUI and
various effective filters for enhancing signal-to-noise ratio. The
traveltime mapping function embedded in PASTEUP helps
us to identify whether the observed phases are reflections
or refractions. These advantages can reduce ambiguity and
subjectivity from phase picking. In addition, we can use the
two-way reflection time and gravity anomaly observations along
the profile in the trial-and-error forward modelling procedure

by using MODELING and PASTEUP; these will give more
credibility to the obtained models. Thus, the software tools
we present are effective for developing plausible lithospheric-
scale crustal structure models and for discussing characteristic
features and variations of crustal structure.

In the velocity model resulting from the procedure described
above, short-wavelength variations are filtered out because
first arrivals are not sensitive to short-wavelength variations
such as structural boundaries. Therefore, synthetic waveforms
computed in this velocity structure model cannot explain all of
the observed waveforms. To discussing the waveform, or at least
the amplitudes of observed phases, it is necessary to develop
higher resolution velocity structure models.

Waveform inversion is one of the candidate approaches for
developing high-resolution velocity structure model, although
it is an extremely non-linear process. To avoid convergence to
a local minimum in waveform inversion, it is critical to select
an appropriate starting model. If a dense dataset is obtained,
the result of first-arrival tomography is a good starting model
and full-waveform inversion can be successfully carried out
(Operto et al., 2006). To the contrary, if the dataset is not dense
enough, waveform inversion is not practical. In this case, it
is necessary to develop a higher-resolution layered structure
model by a trial-and-error approach. An initial layered structure
model can be developed based on the results of first-arrival
tomography and traveltime mapping as shown in Figure 4. Then,
the layered model should be modified by trial-and-error forward
modelling using waveform data. MODELING and PASTEUP
are also useful in this forward modelling procedure, although
this is extremely subjective and time-consuming process.

All the analysis procedures have been discussed above for
P-wave velocity structure modelling only. To develop an S-wave
velocity structure model using marine experimental data, it is
necessary to use P-S converted waves, because sources in the
water do not radiate S-wave at all. MODELING can compute
synthetic traveltimes of P-S converted waves, and the combined
use of MODELING and PASTEUP is helpful in developing
S-wave velocity structure models, although determining the
P-S conversion interface is not a straightforward process. In the
integrated analysis of crustal structure study (Kasahara et al.,
2007), the present modules have played an important role, and
they have been successfully used in the continental shelf surveys
in Japan.

Conclusion

Velocity structure analysis is intrinsically a non-linear problem,
and a velocity structure model generally should be carefully
developed, step by step. In step-by-step modelling, there are
several subjective processes such as trial-and-error forward
modelling and phase picking. These subjective processes reduce
the uniqueness and credibility of the resultant models, thus, it
is important to select objective analysis procedures to develop
velocity structure models.

With this in mind, we have developed PASTEUP and
MODELING – software tools for processing wide-angle seismic
data. PASTEUP is an interactive application for plotting
record sections, picking phases, and analysing wide-angle data.
MODELING is an interactive application for editing velocity
models and ray-tracing. Synthetic traveltimes computed in
MODELING can be directly compared with the observed
waveform data in PASTEUP. This reduces the subjectivity in
the forward modelling because picking traveltime data, which
is one of the most subjective processes, is not necessary during
the forward modelling. MODELING can convert the layered
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structure model currently being edited into two-way times
and can compute gravity anomalies, and we can obtain more
plausible structure model by comparing these synthetic two-way
times and gravity anomalies with those observed.

In PASTEUP, we can seamlessly use several external software
tools such as CWP/SU and traveltime mapping, and these
enable us to apply advanced filters and to identify observed
phases objectively. The advanced filters of CWP/SU can reduce
ambiguity from the phase picking and the traveltime mapping
can support to identify observed phases. These advantages
reduce the uncertainties and subjectivities in the analysis.
In addition, PASTEUP is equipped with database and batch
processing functions for efficiently manipulating large datasets.

Although it is difficult to obtain an objective velocity
structure model because of the subjective processes in the
structure analysis procedure, our software tools help develop less
subjective and more plausible lithospheric scale crustal structure
models.

Our software tools are available to the geophysical
community through the JAMSTEC web page <http://www.
jamstec.go.jp/jamstec-e/IFREE center/software-e.html>.
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